Conformational studies of irreversible HIV-1 protease inhibitors containing cis-epoxide as an amide isostere.
We have carried out NMR and molecular modeling studies of peptidomimetic HIV-1 protease inhibitors, LB71116: Qc-Asn-Phepsi[(1R,2S)-cis-epoxide]Gly-NH-CH(isopropyl)2 where Qc stands for quinaldic acid and LB71148: Qc-(SMe)Pen(O)2-Phepsi[(1R,2S)-cis-epoxide]Gly-NH-CH(isoprop yl)2 where (SMe)Pen(O)2 stands for S-methyl-S-dioxo-penicillamine. Through conformational calculations and NMR data analysis, we have obtained preferred conformations of the two inhibitors in solution. To our knowledge, this work is one of the first extensive conformational studies of peptidomimetics containing cis-epoxide amide isostere. The resulting preferred conformations contain extended structures. In these conformations, the psi of Phe(cep) is maintained about 130 degrees and the phi angle of (cep)Gly prefers +/- 150 degrees [where Phe(cep) and (cep)Gly are the residues generated by the replacement of the Phe-Gly peptide bond with cis-epoxide]. Two conformations were commonly observed in the preferred conformations of each inhibitor. Through restrained molecular dynamics simulating the hydrogen bond formation between our inhibitor and a water molecule ('flap water'), one of the conformations is assumed as the conformation which can bind to the enzyme without large conformational changes. Recently, we had the opportunity to compare the selected preferred conformation with the binding conformation of LB71116 observed from the X-ray studies of the complex between LB71116 and HIV-1 protease. These two conformations are surprisingly similar to each other. Thus, we can explain high activity and selectivity of our inhibitors to the HIV-1 protease by the similarity between the preferred conformations in solution and the binding conformation.